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Tidal flats of the Wadden Sea (photo: Rob Oo, www.flickr.com)

The Wadden Sea is a coastal region that spans a distance of nearly 500 km along the North

Sea coast of the Netherlands, Germany and Denmark. It consists of a chain of barrier islands

that shelter an area of extensive intertidal flats and salt marshes, dissected by tidal channels

and creeks. No rivers debouch into the basins of this coastal zone. All sediment that settles

into the channels and onto the intertidal flats is imported from the North Sea. The accretion

of the intertidal flats under sea-level rise, therefore, also depends on the import from the

North Sea. If this import is insufficient, the intertidal flats may not keep up with sea-level rise

at some point in the future, and drown.

The ecological value of the Wadden Sea is high. Especially the intertidal flats support a wide

range of wildlife. If these flats would drown under sea-level rise, a most valuable nature

reserve would be lost.

https://flickr.com/photos/105105658@N03/18329148643/in/photolist-tVFFjc-7iPLKi-Gnfk2S-qcQd4o-7iPQ2R-5fxWKg-2jPN3TK-5fCmeE-tVFFkK-2g4Tgip-JmrLiu-27NnRtu-5fwPAV-7iTEXj-7iTEUw-Phswu-ekXqfZ-2921tm-5fBwxL-KBF3df-6kK6s3-7iPQ9K-ekXq3c-5fCpa3-5fxV2Z-7iTERN-pirb1o-em4azA-2jPJuhf-5fBuwY-em49Eb-em4a95-5fxJxT-5fCcDo-usBw9c-LNisxp-MKa4tQ-5fCzBm-5fCfxy-5fxKHe-em48bL-ekXnB4-2jqCDWv-291UVN-ekXnXe-6k1Gtn-6kEVZD-6erJDX-ekXnkv-ekXoPr


The impact of accelerated sea-level rise and soil subsidence

It is the relative sea-level rise that is important for the Wadden Sea’s future: the combination

of absolute sea-level rise and the subsidence of the intertidal flats. A projection of possible

future developments of this area is presented in a recent study that includes state of the art

understanding of sea-level rise, soil subsidence, and sediment flows. The study focuses on

the years 2030, 2050 and 2100.

Projected mean sea-level rise between now (2018) and 2100 is 0.41 m, 0.52 m and 0.76 m,

under a low, intermediate and high-end scenario of climate change, respectively. The

subsidence results from the extraction of gas and salt in the area, and from natural processes

(compaction of sediments, postglacial adjustment of the earth’s crust). The estimated effect

of gas and salt extraction on subsidence in future decades varies locally, from zero to 1.6

mm per year. Natural subsidence is less than 1 mm per year.

The Wadden Sea in 2100

Under the low-end scenario, projected sea-level rise will not exceed the critical rate for

drowning of the intertidal flats this century. Under the intermediate scenario this critical rate

will be exceeded in one part of the Wadden Sea in 2030, whilst under the high-end scenario

this rate will be exceeded in more parts from 2030 onwards. However, even under this high-

end scenario the intertidal flats will not disappear on short notice. Drowning of the intertidal

flats results from a gradual erosion of the flats. This process will take several centuries.

Thus, for the near future (up to 2030), the effect of sea-level rise on the Wadden Sea will be

hardly noticeable. Over the long term, up to 2100, the projected changes largely depend on

the scenarios of climate change. There will be hardly any effect under the low-end scenario,

whereas effects will be noticeable already in 2050 under the high-end scenario.

What if sea level rises much faster?

Recently, an assessment has been carried out of possible upper limits of sea-level rise near

the Dutch coast, based on recent studies that indicate that ice melt of Antarctica proceeds

much faster than has been assumed so far1. The assessment indicates that sea-level rise

may be up to 2-3 metres in 2100. This would agree with a rate of sea-level rise of 14 mm per

year in 2050, and possibly increasing up to 60 mm per year in 2100. Under these extreme

scenarios, the Wadden Sea will be practically drowned before 2100.

 

Source: Van der Spek (2018). Netherlands Journal of Geosciences 97 (3): 71-78.

1This assessment is: Haasnoot et al. (2018). Possible consequences of accelerated sea-level

rise for the Delta Programme. An assessment. Deltares report 11202230-005-002 (tekst in

Dutch). One of the studies this report is based on has been covered by the

ClimateChangePost: “High-end sea level rise estimates when Antarctic ice shelves break up”

https://www.climatechangepost.com/news/2017/6/16/high-end-sea-level-rise-estimates-when-antarctic-i/
http://www.climatechangepost.com/null
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